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Abstract: The safety monitoring of coal roadways roof is the key to prevent roof accidents and ensure coal mines safety.
However, the monitoring blind zones caused by traditional methods is one of the main reasons of frequent roof accidents. To
ensure the safety of coal mines production, a novel roof monitoring method is proposed in this paper, which is based on the
distributed optical fiber sensing (DOFS) and the pre-stretched optical fiber layout at fixed points (POFLF). The research of this
approach has been carried out through analysis of DOFS optical fiber strain monitoring and POFLF theory, and with the help of
indoor optical fiber strain experiment. Finally the approach was applied in the field monitoring of a coal roadway roof.
Aforementioned verified the optical fiber strain distribution not only accurately indicate the roof settlement range, but also
qualitatively and quantitatively demonstrate the roof subsidence displacement. The feasibility and validation of the approach as a
supplementary or auxiliary resorts in roof safety monitoring were confirmed. The research in this paper not only has important
reference significance for the safety monitoring of coal roadways roof under similar geological and production conditions, but be
of helpful for improving the coal mine safety as well.
Keywords: Coal Roadway Roof Monitoring, Distributed Optical Fiber Sensing, Brillouin Optic Time-domain Reflectometry,
Pre-stretching Optical Fiber Layout at Fixed-point, Quantitative Characterization

1. Introduction
Coal roadway roof collapse accidents are the most
common and frequent accidents. According to statistics from
the State Administration of Coal Mine Safety (SACMS) for
more than ten years, coal mine roof accidents accounted for
51.2% of the total number of coal mine accidents, while the
death toll caused by coal mine roof accidents accounted for
36.5% of the total death toll [1]. And the roof collapse of coal
roadway is one of the main causes of casualties, equipment
damage and production losses in coal mines [2]. Therefore,
preventing and reducing coal mine roadway roof accidents is

the primary guarantee and prerequisite for coal mine safety
production. Practice has proved that the roof collapse
accident is mainly caused by excessive roof subsidence and
layer separation [3]. Because roof subsidence is the direct
manifestation of roof strata separation, roof subsidence
displacement monitoring has good early warning and alarm
function for roof disaster. Therefore, it is the most direct and
effective prevention and monitoring measures to embed roof
separation instruments, extensometers or inclinometers in
roof for displacement monitoring, those are not only widely
used by coal mines in the world, but also a mandatory
requirement of coal mine safety regulations in various
countries [4-7], For example [8] in the UK and Canada, two
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anchor extensometers are installed every 20 m in roadways
and all intersections underground coal mines; in South Africa,
an extensometer is installed every 20 anchorage points;
China stipulates that a roof separation instrument is installed
every 50 m in the coal roadway of ordinary bolt supporting.
However, up to now, coal mine roof accidents still cannot be
effectively curbed, there are two important reasons, one is
that the current application of sensors are point sensors, the
distance of sensors interval is large; the other is the
monitoring mode is point by point, inevitably there are
monitoring blind areas and monitoring leakage points
between sensors, Which resulted in the monitoring of roof
separation and displacement data are too scarce to correctly
reflect the roof deformation characteristics, therefore, many
of the corresponding early warning and the alarm effect were
ignored. The cruel reality and severe coal mine safety
production situation make it very urgent and imperative that a
new distributed monitoring technology without monitoring
blind area and monitoring omission point must be explored to
effectively monitor the safety of coal roadway roof.
It is only the Distributed optical fiber sensing (DOFS)
technology which emerged in the 1980s is just the kind of
techniques the coal mines need utmost urgently. It can make
up for the shortcomings of traditional monitoring technology
with its distributed, long-distance and large-scale continuous
strain monitoring features. Moreover, the medium of the
sensing and transmission of DOFS is the optical fiber, which
also has the following intrinsic advantages: passive (all
dielectric); anti-electromagnetic interference; high temperature
performance; explosion proof; corrosion and oxidation
resistance; light weight, small size and convenient layout.
Therefore, DOFS breaks through the limitations of traditional
mechanical and electronic sensors and has been widely used in
the various structure health monitoring [9-10], especially in the
civil tunnels [11-12] and roadways of underground
metalliferous mine [13-14]. Unfortunately, there is seldom
research reported about coal roadways roof monitoring based
on DOFS in scientific papers nowadays before.
In this paper, a new approach based on DOFS combined
with pre-stretched optical fiber layout at fixed-points
(POFLF) is proposed for realizing the distributed settlement
monitoring of coal roadways roof. Through the theoretical
analysis and laboratory experiments of this approach, the
quantitative characterization of roof displacement by optical
fiber strain is carried out, and it is successfully applied to the
field monitoring of a coal roadway roof. The research in this
paper is of significant reference to improve the safety
management of coal roadways roof and promote the coal
mine safety production in China.

2. Distributed Optical Fiber Sensing
Technology (DOFS)
DOFS uses low-cost telecom-grade optical fiber cable as the
inherent sensing material for sensing and transmission purposes.
DOFS uses the laid one-dimensional optical fiber as the sensor

to monitor the changes of various physical measurands along the
axial direction of the optical fiber according to the optical
properties of the scattered light, such as temperature, strain and
vibration. According to the layout principle of sensors, it is
divided into point sensors, quasi distributed sensors and fully
distributed sensors [15]; according to the sensing principle [16],
it is mainly divided into: Distributed Vibration Sensing
technology (DVS or DAS) based on Rayleigh scattering,
Distributed Temperature Sensor (DTS) based on Raman
scattering principle and Distributed Temperature / Strain Sensor
(DTSS) based on Brillouin scattering. For our research purpose,
the distributed strain measurement technology of Brillouin
optical time domain reflectometry (BOTDR) is used in this
study. The novelty of this new technology is that it can
simultaneously sense tens of kilometers of fiber for continuous
distributed strain measurement, providing a relatively cheap but
efficient monitoring system.
BOTDR has been widely used with its advantage of single
end test. It is a system that uses spontaneous scattering light
to measure the return time of optical pulses entering the fiber
under Test (FUT) and the intensity of scattered light at each
sampling point. By analyzing the measured time and strength,
BOTDR calculates the physical quantities of distribution,
such as temperature and strain. The basic configuration of
BOTDR is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of strain monitoring of BOTDR.

In the measuring of BOTDR [17], the relationship between
the frequency shift and the longitudinal strain and
temperature changes in the core / cladding can be
approximately expressed by a linear function, as shown in
formula (1):

ν（
= ν B (T0 ,ε 0 ) +CT ( T -T0 ) +Cε ( ε -ε 0 ) ,
B T ,ε）

(1)

Where, ν（
B T ,ε） is the optical frequency shift at
temperature T and strain ε; ν B (T0 ,ε 0 ) is the Brillouin
frequency shift at the initial temperature T0 and initial strain ε0
of the optical fiber; CT is the temperature coefficient of the
optical fiber; Cε is the strain coefficient of the optical fiber
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According to the strain measuring theory of BOTDR, the
data obtained from BOTDR test are the strain values of each
sampling point along the axial direction of the optical fiber. By
integrating the strain values along the axial length of the
optical fiber, the axial tension amount or compression amount
of the optical fiber can be obtained.

δ = ∫ ε ( z )dz ,
z2

z1

(2)

Where, δ is the compression or stretching amount of
optical fiber between Z1 and Z2; ε ( z ) is the strain value of
each sampling interval between Z1 and Z2. According to
different monitoring requirements, there are the following
sampling intervals to a BOTDR instrument: 1m, 0. 5m, 0. 2m,
0. 1m, 0. 05m.
Similarly, according to the definition of strain, it can be
seen that when the optical fiber is fixed between Z1 and Z2,
the optical fiber will deform uniformly in a straight line
between the fixed points, and the fiber strain ε between the
fixed points is considered as uniform strain. Assuming that
the length of optical fiber between Z1 and Z2 is L, then:

ε=

δ
L

,

(3)

Based on the formula (1) - (3), the strain, deformation
amount and the length of the fiber can be obtained. According
to the length of the fiber after deformation, other geometric
parameters of the fiber deformation can be calculated by using
the geometric principle.

3. POFLF Techniques on the Roof of Coal
Roadways
In China, more than 90% of the coal mines adopt the
longwall mining technology [18-19]. The longwall mining
process usually includes two gateroads, which are called
haulage gateroad (air-intake gateroad) and air-return gateroad.
The mining gateroads account for more than 80% of the total
roadway footage in coal mines [20]. The common roadways
in the long wall mining are mainly rectangular coal roadways,
their roof and two sides’ walls are all composed of coal. For
ordinary mining coal roadway, the roadway will be
abandoned after the working face passing through. The
supporting principle is that only primary bolt supporting is
needed before the working face passes through to keep the
roadway stable. After mining, the roof must collapse as soon
as possible to recover coal and prevent gas accumulation to
form gas accidents [20].
Therefore, the secondary or multiple support in civil tunnels
or metal mine roadways should be avoided as far as possible in
coal roadways, such as reinforced concrete precast segment
support, secondary shotcrete lining, etc. It is very clear that the
roof surface of the coal roadways is not smooth and neat, and
it mostly present discontinues broken coal rocks and
irregularly unsteadily fractured roof surface due to the original
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sedimentary geological, tectonics fracture conditions and high
overburden stress. With the cutting effect of broken coal rocks
and loosening effect of irregular unsteadily roof strata, the
optical fiber cables cannot be stick to the roof surface or
imbedded in the failure coal roof along the roadway strike. It is
imperative and urgent to explore a method of optical fiber
layout in line with this worse situation and condition of coal
roadway roof.
Because the role of bolts supporting is to keep the stability
of anchorage body composed of bolts, anchor cables,
surrounding rock and so on; and the main function of anchor
cables is to suspend the unstable part of lower rock layers on
the upper stable rock layers. The displacement change of rock
bolts (or anchor cables) not only reflects the settlement
displacement of anchorage body, but also reflects the
separation change of roof strata. Therefore, the optical fiber
cables are laid out via the existing bolts on the roof, it not only
can distributed monitor the roof displacement, it can avoid the
optical fiber cables being cut by the broken coal rocks owing
to a certain distance between the out-end of the rock bolt and
the surface of coal roof as well.
3.1. Pre-stretched Optical Fiber Layout at Fixed-point
(POFLF) Technology
In the relaxation state, the strain of the fiber will not change
before the fiber reaches the tension state if the two ends of the
fiber are affected by the axial stress of the fiber. Therefore, the
optical fiber must be tensioned and straightened before the
optical fiber is laid, that is, pre-stretching; the so-called
fixed-point layout is based on the principle that two points
determine a straight line, and the strain of the sensing optical
cable between the fixed points is not affected by the
surrounding environment of the optical cable, but only
depends on the relative displacement between the two fixed
points. When the fixed points move close to each other, the
fiber is compressed and the strain is negative; when the fixed
points move away from each other, the strain is positive.
According to the strain measurement of the sensing optical
cable between fixed points, the displacement between
adjacent fixed points can be obtained through integral
calculation, and then the displacement between each fixed
point of the whole sensing optical cables can be obtained.
The displacement range of sensing optical fiber can be
increased according to the fixed points spacing (L). For
example, when the maximum strain is 15000 µ ε and L=1 cm,
the measured displacement is 0.15 mm; when L=100 cm, the
measured displacement is 15 mm, and the maximum
displacement range is increased by 100 times.
In order to monitor the compressive strain or tensile strain
of the sensing optical cable, it is necessary to pre-stretch the
sensing optical cables. In this test, the initial strain of the fiber
cables were maintained between 2500 and 5000 µε. The
fixed-point spacing can be determined according to the
existing rock bolts or anchor cables layout distance of coal
roadways roof. According to the field investigation in the coal
mine, the field experiment adopted 100 cm fixed-point
distance, and the maximum tensile length can be measured as
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15 mm between fixed points. The POFLF fiber cables on the

Top coal

coal roadway roof can be simply shown as in figure 2 below.
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Anchor cables （rock bolts）
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Figure 2. Layout of POFFL on coal roadway roof.

3.2. Strain Measurement Principle of Pre-stretched Optical
Fibers Layout at Fixed-points Horizontally
Under the gravity influence of overlying strata of roof, the
fixed-point of pre-stretched optical fiber laid on the roof of coal
roadway has vertical settlement, as shown in figure 3.
Assuming that the red circle dot represents the fixed-point on
the roof of the coal roadway, the initial optical fiber AB is
horizontally arranged on the coal seam roof of the coal roadway,
as shown in the yellow solid line in the figure. There are n fixed
points between A and B, and the original interval between
adjacent fixed points is d. When the fiber is deformed from AB
to AB1, the adjacent fixed points can show uniform deformation
of straight-line stretching, as shown by the green dotted line in
the figure; it can also present the uneven settlement deformation
of irregular polygon, as shown by the black solid line in the
figure. Since the roof of coal roadway is mainly affected by
gravity after excavation, it can be assumed that the roof of coal
roadway only has vertical settlement displacement.

Figure 3. Vertical deformation diagram of POFLF horizontally laid out
optical fiber in roofs.

3.2.1. Uniform Deformation
As shown in the green dotted line in figure 3, when the
straight line of optical fiber is uniformly stretched to AB1, the
length of AB1 and the maximum settlement displacement BB1
of point B can be obtained from formula (6) below:

B
 AB1 =AB + ∫A ε ( z ) dz


2
2
,
 BB1 = AB1 − AB

2
B
B
=
∫A ε ( z ) dz + 2 AB ⋅ ∫A ε ( z ) dz


(

)

(4)

3.2.2. Uneven Deformation
As shown by the solid black line in Figure 3, the fixed point
of the optical cable is subject to the uneven and irregular
settlement of the roof, the same type of settlement occurs at
the fixed points of the optical cable. Because the optical cable
between any adjacent fixed points is stretched in a straight line,
due to the restriction of the fixed point, t the whole optical
cables are deformed into polygon AB1. From the definition of
the sampling resolution ∆l and the actual test strain ε i of the
sampling point, the deformation length l ∆i of any sampling
interval and the vertical displacement ∆hi of sampling points
in the fiber AB length can be obtained. The maximum vertical
displacement BB1 of AB is obtained by accumulating the
vertical displacements of all sampling intervals in length AB.


l∆i =∆l (1 + ε i )

2

,
 ∆hi = ∆l × ( ε i ) + 2ε i

n
AB
2
 ∆H = BB = ∆l ×
(ε i ) + 2ε i (n = )
∑
1

∆l
i =0

(5)

According to formula (4) and formula (5), no matter what
kind of deformation of optical fiber appears, the variation of
vertical displacement of roof is positively proportional to the
change of tensile strain of optical fiber; since the failure range
of roof deformation can be obtained from the strain
distribution curve of optical fiber, the change of optical fiber
strain can qualitatively reflect the settlement deformation
degree of coal roadways roof in theory. This characteristic can
be used for distributed strain monitoring of coal roadway roof
deformation to predict and early warn the occurrence of roof
disaster.
3.3. Deformation Characteristics of Coal Gateroads Roof
Under the action of high in-situ overburden stress and
complex tectonic stress, the roof of coal roadway shows
plastic fracture failure, forming different size of plastic broken
coal rock blocks, there will be the sporadic caving and overall
collapse of broken coal blocks without support. Under the
combined support of rock bolts, anchor cables, wire mesh and
W steel belts, although the roof of coal roadway with
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developed joints and fissures will failure and fracture, roof
falling is effectively delayed and restricted.
The production practice shows that the roof subsidence
deformation can be divided into two forms: sporadic caving of
broken coal blocks and overall settlement of large zone of roof
coal; sporadic caving of coal blocks forms "point" settlement
deformation, and the maximum settlement displacement area
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is small; overall settlement of large zone of roof coal forms
"zone" settlement deformation, and the maximum
displacement zone is equivalent to a settlement platform.
From the strike section and cross section of roadway, the point
type is inverted triangle and the surface type is inverted
trapezoid, as shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. The diagram of the settlement types of coal roadway roof laid out of pre-stretch cables.

3.4. Quantitative Characterization of Coal Roadways Roof
Settlement Displacement by Optical Fiber Strain
3.4.1. Sporadic Caving Form of Coal Blocks in a Broken
Roof
It is defined that its main feature is that the zone with the
largest settlement displacement is only one anchorage point in

Y

L=n d
A

∆l

B

∆ε i

∆hi
B1

C
B1

this paper. As a result, the settlement displacement of the
anchorage point to both sides gradually decreases, and the
overall appearance looks like an inverted triangle, which can
be divided into two situations: uniform deformation and
non-uniform deformation that can be shown as figure 5 below.

D

Initial fiber

E

F

X

Uniform deformed fiber

d

G

F1
C1

E1
D1

d

F1

Anchor
bolt

hi
C1

E1

D1
Figure 5. Quantitative characterization of fiber strain of triangle settlement displacement of roof: black solid line indicates that fiber is triangle deformation
under uniform linear tension; green solid line indicates that fiber is polygonal deformation with approximate triangle under uneven tension. 1), the optical fiber
between the anchors on both sides of the maximum settlement point is stretched in a straight line with uniform deformation, as shown in the black solid line in
figure 5. It is assumed that there are n fixed points in the deformation section AD and DG respectively, and the settlement displacement of the No. n fixed point in
the middle is the largest, and the overall deformation is an inverted triangle. The displacement of the anchorage point with the largest displacement can be
calculated by formula (4) or (5). 2), when the roof settles unevenly, the optical fiber between the fixed points will deform unevenly. The deformation of the roof is
triangular polygon. The fiber deformation is shown in the green solid line in figure 5, the displacement of the anchorage point with the maximum displacement on
the roof is calculated by formula (5).
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3.4.2. Large Zone Overall Settlement of Roof
The main feature is that the maximum settlement position is
not a point, but a platform zone. Because the spacing of anchor
bolts in the coal roadway is 1000 mm, this paper defines that
the platform includes at least two anchor points. From the
platform to both sides, the deformation displacement of the
roof gradually decreases. Theoretically, there is no optical
fiber strain change between the fixed points in the platform.
The geometry of the roof deformation is similar to the inverted
isosceles trapezoid, and the two waist parts of the trapezoid
are strain deformation segments. It can be divided into two
situations: uniform deformation and non-uniform deformation
that can be shown as figure 6 below.

In the first case, the fiber is linearly stretched by fixed
points in the strain deformation section, resulting in uniform
strain, as a solid black line shown in figure 6. The
displacement of the platform can be calculated by formula (4)
or (5).
The second case is the inhomogeneous deformation of
optical fiber. When the uneven settlement of the roof is
approximately trapezoidal polygonal, the optical fiber
between the n anchors on both sides of the waist is not linear
tensile deformation, but polygonal deformation, as a green
solid line shown in figure 6. The maximum displacement of
the settlement platform area can be calculated by formula (5).

Figure 6. Quantitative characterization diagram of fiber strain for trapezoidal settlement displacement of roof: black solid line indicates that the optical fiber is
uniformly stretched in a straight line; green solid line indicates that the optical fiber is subjected to uneven tension and presents a trapezoidal polygon
deformation.

In order to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of
quantitative characterization of roof displacement by optical
fiber strain, the indoor experimental study on quantifying roof
settlement displacement by fiber strain is carried out through
indoor fixed-points tensile test and indoor roof settlement
simulation model experiment based on POFLF and DOFS.

4. Indoor Experiments on Pre-stretched
Optical Fiber Layout at Fixed-points
4.1. Geometric Deformation Experiment of Pre-stretching
Optical Fiber Layout at Fixed Points
4.1.1. Optical Fiber Tensile Test for Simulating Sporadic
Roof Caving
Because the maximum displacement point of roof
subsidence of sporadic caving coal block is only one
anchorage point, this paper used a fixed point vertical tensile
to carry out fiber strain monitoring test.
On the test bench, a 4m long 0.9mm polyurethane tight
sleeve optical fiber was pre-stretched, and the two ends of the
optical fiber were bonded with epoxy resin and fixed on the
surface of the test bench. The optical fiber was stretched
vertically in the middle of the optical fiber, and the fiber
deformation was a triangle with increasing vertical height, as

shown in figure 7. AV 6419 of BOTDR was used as the test
instrument. The test parameters are 1 m spatial resolution and
0.05 m sampling resolution. The fixed-points stretching step is
1 mm. The fiber strain test results are shown in figure 8.

Y

4000 mm

A

B

O
∆hACB
∆hADB

X
C
D

∆hAEB

E

2000 mm
F

Figure 7. Experimental diagram of single point tensile deformation of fixed
length fiber.

It can be seen that the fiber strain curve of “point”
settlement formed by sporadic roof caving is a single peak
curve. The vertical displacement of the tensile point in the
middle of the optical fiber is obtained by using formula (5) at
each stage of stretching distance. As shown in Figure 9. The
results are in accordance with the theoretical analysis of
"point" settlement deformation of roof.
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of optical fiber strain can not only reflect the range of optical
fiber deformation, but also qualitatively and quantitatively
characterize the displacement of optical fiber deformation. It
can be verified that it is feasible to characterize the roof
subsidence displacement by the strain change of fixed-point
optical fiber when the roof is sporadic caving.

Figure 8. Fiber optic strain curve of optical fiber tensile test at a single fixed
point.

Figure 9. The comparison curve between the actual stretching distance at the
midpoint of optical fiber and the maximum displacement calculated by fiber
strain calculation.

From figures 8 and 9, it can be seen that under the point
settlement mode formed by sporadic roof caving, the change

4.1.2. Optical Fiber Tensile Test on Large Zone Integral
Settlement of Roof
The test platform and principle are the same as above. A
metal cuboid was used to simulate the zone of the settlement
roof. The specific test process was as follows: the 4 000 mm
long 0.9 mm polyurethane optical fiber was pre stretched, and
then both ends were fixed on the test platform with epoxy
resin adhesive; The middle part with a length of 1000 mm was
fully bonded to the lower part of the side of a sliding metal
cuboid in the same way. The metal cuboid simulated the
settlement deformation of a large area of integral roof. The
actual test diagram and test process diagram are shown in
Figure 10 below. In this way, the metal cuboid adhesive
optical fiber became a section of optical fiber with no strain
change.
In the experiment, the optical fiber was glued to the side of
the rectangular metal body after pre stretching, and the metal
block was pushed parallel to the initial position of the optical
fiber and away from the initial optical fiber position by using a
fixed step distance, that is, the movement direction of the
metal cuboid is perpendicular to the initial layout direction of
the optical fiber. With the gradual push of metal cuboid, the
optical fiber presents isosceles trapezoid geometry
deformation, as shown in figure 10. The fiber strain curve is
shown in Figure 11 below, which consists of two single peak
strain curves. The range of the metal cuboid is the non-strain
varying fiber segment between two single peak strain curves.
The strain test results of the optical fiber platform geometric
tension are in accordance with the theoretical analysis of the
large-area overall settlement deformation of the roof, which is
composed of two strain peak curves, and the middle of the two
single peak curves is the initial strain free interval. According
to formula (5), the settlement displacement of the tension
platform in the strain section without optical fiber is calculated
by the actual test strain curve, as shown in figure 12.

4000 mm
Movable metal
cuboid

Deformed optical fiber

F

Initial fiber horizontal lay out

F
1000 mm

1500 mm

1500 mm
Figure 10. Tensile strain test of optical fiber in large area of roof falling.
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settlement displacement by optical fiber strain are verified.
4.2. Model Test on Roof Settlement of Pre-stretched Optical
Fiber Layout at Fixed-Points
In the experiment, the equal density board (EDB) is used to
simulate the roof, and the screw is used to fix the optical fiber
to the EDB. When the roof settlement is deformed, the
deflection value of the roof is measured by the dial indicator,
and the settlement displacement of the roof is calculated
according to the strain change of the optical fiber layout at the
fixed points of the screw, and the deflection and displacement
are compared. Finally, the feasibility of the roof settlement
displacement measurement through optical fiber layout at the
anchor bolt (cable) fixed-points are determined.

Figure 11. Optical fiber strain curve of overall roof settlement.

Figure 12. Comparison curve of large-scale overall settlement displacement
of roof.

It can be seen from the figure that the pushing distance of
the rod and the maximum displacement of the optical fiber
platform represented by the fiber strain segments on the left
and right sides are highly consistent, which indicates the
correctness of the trapezoidal deformation theoretical analysis.
It can be seen that the fiber-optic strain curve of large-scale
platform settlement can not only reflect the range of roof
settlement, but also qualitatively and quantitatively
characterize the platform settlement displacement.
On the basis of the above optical fiber linear uniform tensile
test at a fixed-point, the model test of simulating roof
settlement with pre-stretching optical fiber horizontal layout
at fixed-points was carried out, in the experiment, the optical
fiber was in polygon deformation. The fixed-points of the
optical fiber is laid on the simulated roof, and the fiber is
formed into polygon deformation under the action of
fixed-point settlement deformation. The actual roof deflection
measurement and the maximum roof settlement displacement
quantified by the fiber-optic strain are measured finally, the
feasibility of quantitative characterization of roof uneven

4.2.1. Experiment Configuration
The indoor experiment configuration is shown in figure 13.
The screw rods simulating rock bolts were equidistant fixed
on the EDB with fixed support at both ends. The pre-stretched
optical fiber was laid out at fixed points at the end of the screw.
The load was applied onto the middle of the board step by step
to make the board settle and bend. When the EDB was bent,
the corresponding screw rods also subsidence. Because the
fiber between two fixed points is straight-line deformation,
and the screws have the different displacement, so the fiber
between multiple fixed points is polygonal deformation. At
this time, the deformation section of the whole optical fiber
was approximately triangular polygon deformation. By
monitoring the axial strain of the optical fiber fixed at screw
rods during the loading process, the maximum displacement
of the roof was calculated by formula (5).
The DOFS techniques adopted in the indoor experiment is
Brillouin optical frequency domain analysis (BOFDA)
technology, the detailed introduction of BOFDA can be
referred to the reference [10], [21]. The optical fiber strain test
was carried out with the German BOFDA instrument fTB2505.
The parameters of BOFDA are: 20 cm spatial resolution; 5 cm
sampling resolution; 10.7-11.7 GHz frequency scanning range;
0.05 MHz / µε of strain coefficient and 1.467 of the refractive
index.

Figure 13. Indoor model experiment of the roof displacement based on
POFFL and DFOS.

Because the optic strain and geometric deformation were
considered only, the influence of mechanical and physical
properties of EDB on the simulated roof deformation was
ignored in the experiment. Although the bending deformation
of EDB is slightly different from engineering practice, the
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principle of strain measurement for polygonal deformation of
optical fiber at fixed-points is consistent. The strain change of
optical fiber fixed by screw rods and the deflection of the EDB
were measured. The detailed experiment arrangement is
shown in figure 14.
1) The length of the simulated roof of the EDB was 2300
mm, which was fixed at both ends, shown as figure 14a;
2) Long screw rods were used to simulate the anchor bolts.
In the middle of the roof width, the holes were drilled at an
equal distance of 300 mm in the length direction of the roof,
and the screw rods with fixed length were penetrated, as
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shown in figure 14b;
3) Cutting off a certain length of 0.9 mm polyurethane tight
sleeve optical fiber, in which half of the length of the optical
fiber is pre stretched with nuts and gaskets and fixed at the
lower end of the bolts, as shown in figure 14c. Epoxy resin
adhesive was coated on the nuts and gaskets to increase the
cohesion of optical fiber and gasket;
4) Dial indicators were installed to monitor the vertical
displacement of the board in the middle of the board and 0.25
board length from both ends, as shown in figure 14 d.

Figure 14. Layout of roof settlement simulation test; (a) wood board fixed at both ends; (b) Drilling holes on the board for installing the screw rods; (c) Fixing
and laying out the optical fiber; (d) Dial indicators were installed.

4.2.2. Experiment Processes
Before increasing the load on the roof, BOFDA analyzer
connected the two ends of the optical fiber fixed by the screw
through the optical fiber jumper, so that the whole fiber
became a loop, and the initial value of the optical fiber strain
was tested as the initial strain; at the same time, the initial
readings of the three dial indicators for testing displacement
were read too.
In the middle of the roof length direction, the load was
increased step by step. The initial load was 20 N, and
gradually increases to 30 N, 40 N, 50 N, 60 N, 70 N, and 80 N.
Each time the load was increased, the roof would bend and
sink under the action of the overlying load; after the roof was
stationary for a period of time, the strain test was carried out
with BOFDA, and then the dial indicators readings were
recorded. After that, the load was loaded step by step to carry
out the next measurement test. The measured optical fiber

strain value after the load step-by-step increased subtracted
the initial strain, the fiber-optic relative strain curve under the
graded load was obtained. In this indoor simulation test, the
deflection of the roof monitored by the dial indicators was the
real test result in the test, which truly reflected the deflection
of the roof. In this paper, it was taken as the measured value or
theoretical value.
4.2.3. Distribution of Optical Fiber Strain Curve Measured
by BOFDA
In this paper, the normal strain is defined as tensile strain.
The optical fiber strain measured by BOFDA showed a
positive strain, and the strain increased with the gradual
increase of load. Figure 15a shows the original strain curve of
optical fiber test; Figure 16b shows the relative strain curve of
optical fiber under graded load by subtracting the initial strain
of BOFDA test from the fiber strain data of each test.
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Figure 15. The optical fiber strain curves of the experiment; (a) the tested original strain; (b) the relative optical fiber strain curve.

The absolute and relative strain of optical fiber presents
obvious positive tensile strain curve, and the abrupt section
presents different tensile strain curve platform; with the
increase of graded load, the tensile strain platform rises
obviously, and they have a positive linear relationship with
load.
4.2.4. Analysis of Measured Results of Roof Deflection
The test results show that with the continuous increase of
the load at the central position of the roof, the bending
curvature of the roof gradually increases, and the deflection of
the middle point of the roof increases continuously. The
deflection of the roof measured by the dial indicator is shown
in figure 16, which shows that the deflection of the roof and
the graded load are basically in a positive linear relationship.

Figure 16. Roof deflection measured by dial indicators.

It can be seen from figure 16 that the deflection of the roof
has a positive linear relationship with the load, and increases

gradually with the increase of the load, while the strain of the
optical fiber has a positive linear relationship with the graded
load. It shows that there may be a positive correlation between
the strain of the optical fiber and the deflection of the roof. The
tensile strain of the optical fiber laid on the roof increases with
the increase of the roof deflection. This demonstrate that the
strain distribution of optical fiber laid out on the roof by
POFLF can correctly qualitatively charecrize the roof
settlement displacement.
4.2.5. Roof Settlement Displacement Quantitatively
Characterized by Optical Fiber Strain
The range of roof settlement is obtained by the length of
abrupt section of optical fiber strain, which was measured by
BOFDA. Since the deformation of the optical fiber fixed by
the screw rods was in polygon, the roof settlement
displacement quantified by the strain of the optical fiber laid
out and fixed at the screw rods can be directly obtained by
formula (5). The quantitative roof displacement result of
optical fiber strain is shown in figure 17a. The displacement of
the mid-point of the roof under different loads is compared
with the measured deflection of the dial indicators, as shown
in figure 17b.
It can be seen that the roof settlement displacement
quantified by the distributed fiber strain was consistent with
the roof deflection measured by the dial indicators when the
pre-stretched optical fiber was deployed at fixed points
through the screw rods. It can be seen when the optical fiber
arranged by screw was polygonal deformation with roof
deformation, the optical fiber strain curve in deformation
section not only reflect the range of roof deformation in real
time, but also reflect the maximum bending deflection of roof,
that is, roof settlement displacement. At the same time, it also
verified the theoretical analysis of fiber polygon settlement
displacement in uneven roof settlement.
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Figure 17. The displacement curve quantified by the optical fiber strain: (a) optical fiber strain quantitatively characterized roof displacement; (b) Comparison
curve of the displacement calculated and the deflection measured by dial indicators.

5. Field Monitoring of the Roadway Roof
Displacement Based on POFLF and
BOTDR
The longwall fully mechanized top coal caving technology
is adopted to mine 15 coal seam with an average thickness of
7.31 m in a working face of a coal mine, China. The direct roof
is mudstone with an average thickness of 1 m, and the basic
roof is 12.5 m thick hard K2 limestone. The overburden is

mainly composed of various hard sandstone strata. Roof
management adopts comprehensive caving method.
The position of 998 rows of W steel strips is the
open-cutting of the working face, and the stopingline is
located at 50 rows of W steel strips. According to the gateroad
strike, the optical cables were fixed at an interval of 1 m
between Point A (424 rows of W steel strips) and Point B (698
rows of W steel strips) of the roof via the exposed ends of the
corresponding anchor cables as fixed points. The total
monitoring length is 274 m, as shown in figure 18.

Figure 18. Layout of the distributed roof settlement monitoring of in the 150313 working face.

5.1. Selection of Sensing Optical Fiber and Setting
Parameters of BOTDR in the Field Experiment
With the influence of the excavation and working face
advancing, the roof of coal roadways is often in an unstable
state of plastic failure, and the coal seam on the roof surface is
seriously broken, which often leads to uneven, regional and
sudden settlement. Therefore, the high-strength 5mm Steel
Strand (SS) cables were selected to avoid the risk of being
broken by fractured coal rocks in the field experiment, the
detailed introduction of the SS optical cables can be referred to
the reference [21-22]. The single end mode testing BOTDR

analyzer av6419 was used in the field experiment for optical
fiber strain data collection and strain data processing and
analysis.
5.2. POFLF of Coal Roadway Roof in 150313 Working
Face in Yinying Coal Mine
When laying out, the optical fiber laid at fixed points
between bolts (cables) shall be kept as horizontal as possible.
The specific laying processes of optical cables along the roof
are as follows:
(1) Selecting the monitoring area and initial laying out of
optical cable; (2) Fixing the fixture to the exposed end of the
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anchor cables with anchor cable locks; (3) Fastening clamps
with the optical cable tightly compressed to the tray of the
fixture; (4) Adjusting the screw and anchor lock and
pre-stretching the fixed cable horizontally; (5) Testing the
passing path of the optical fiber; later fusing the SS optical
cables with the common telecom optical cables; finally laying
out the telecom cables to the main roadway’s observation
where it was connected to the BOTDR av6419. The complete
optical fiber layout is shown in figure 18.
5.3. Field Monitoring of Roof Displacement
Only the roof monitoring during mining retreating was
studied in the paper. The roof displacement monitoring test of
optical fiber strain quantification began on June 1, 2019, at
this time, the distance between the open-cutting and the fixed
point B of 698 rows W steel strip is 300 m. in the meantime,
the optical fiber strain was initialized again, and applying the
simple ways to encrypt the measuring points of cross
observation method (COM).
Because the spacing of the original designed roof separation
instrument is 50m, it is difficult to monitor the roof
deformation timely and accurately. In order to verify the
BOTDR monitoring of roof subsidence by POFLF, COM
stations and measuring points were set up every 1 m from
point A to point B by using simple COM.
The principle of simple COM is the same as the traditional
com measurement method, but the latter uses permanent pegs
as monitoring points [23]. In this simple COM method, the
stable exposed ends of rock bolts or anchor cables were used
as temporary measuring points, and a total of 270 COM
measuring stations were established.
In the actual measurement of roof displacement using COM,
it is assumed that there is none the vertical displacement of
coal pillar and coal wall. Like the convergence measurement
of roof and floor [24-25]. In the early stage, COM was used to
measure the initial settlement displacement of the roof, later
the COM stations were measured when the corresponding
points of fiber optic strain varied anomaly. When the working
face was close to point B of the test optical cable, special
personnel was arranged to synchronously measure the roof
displacement with relative COM every day along with the
optical fiber strain monitoring.
Through the in-situ BOTDR fiber strain test in the coal
mine, the results showed that the displacement of roof
settlement characterized by optical fiber strain by formula (4)
or (5) was consistent with that measured by COM. At the same
time, it showed that the strain distribution of the 5 mm steel
strand cable laid out horizontally at fixed points through the
anchor cables of the coal roadway roof can not only reflect the
range of roof settlement deformation, but also qualitatively
reflect the damage degree of roof subsidence and
quantitatively characterize the settlement displacement of coal
roadway roof.
When the 150313 working face started mining, we began
to use BOTDR to collect the optical fiber strain data, and at
the same time, we carried out the simple COM roof
displacement measurement according to the needs. From

June 1, 2019 to August 31, 2019, a total of 3 months of
on-site monitoring of coal roadway roof settlement
displacement has been carried out. After August 31, because
the working face has been mined to the position where the
optical cable located, the coal mine needs to recover the
anchor rods and anchor cables on the roof in the coal
roadway for roof caving, and the field test has to be ended.
The field test fully demonstrate the feasibility and
validation of monitoring roof displacement and deformation
by POFLF technology. The technology can not only monitor
the settlement displacement of coal roadway roof, but also has
important reference significance for other similar structures,
such as tunnel roof, bridge and so on.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, through the theoretical analysis, indoor optical
fiber strain experiment, and the field settlement displacement
monitoring of coal roadways roof in q working face of a Coal
Mine based on DOFS and POFLF technology, some
conclusions are achieved as follows.
(1) Under the influence of plastic failure on the roof strata
of coal roadways supported by bolts, two kinds of
regional failure forms are often formed, that is sporadic
caving and large area overall settlement.
(2) For the roof deformation of coal roadways,
pre-stretched optical fiber can be fixed-point layout
through the exposed end of the existing roof rock bolts
or anchor cables. On the one hand, it ensures the
survival rate of the optical fiber cables, on the other
hand, it ensures the coupling deformation between the
optical fiber cables and the corresponding roof.
(3) By laying out optical fiber horizontally via POFLF
technology along the strike of rectangle coal roadways
roof, when the roof subsidence occurs, fiber optic strain
can be used to qualitatively and quantitatively
characterize the subsidence and displacement of roof.
(4) It is feasible and validated to quantify the roof
displacement by means of fiber optic stain as a
supplementary or auxiliary resorts in roof safety
monitoring, which is based on DOFS and POFLF. It is
helpful to realize the distributed settlement
displacement monitoring of coal roadways roof
underground, which plays a great role in preventing coal
mine roof falling and ensuring the safety production of
coal mine.
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